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Thanked 923 Times in 308 Posts

Mar 4 2011

On a Northern Hillside

367

Offline

4,288

Gardener

Senior Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Anchor 

Chico,

From the heart and informed by some experience in these things, I recommend that you take a break from the forum of no less than 10 days.

And from the psychopath stuff, believe me please. The effect is insidious. From the heart and also from experience.

g
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The Following User Says Thank You to Gardener For This Useful Post:

sandy (6th February 2012)
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Thanked 3,873 Times in 1,382 Posts

Mar 2 2011

3rd Rock from the Sun

2,011

Offline

2,132

Northern Boy

Retired

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Burke 

well we usually keep people up to date with all of that as it is happening and all one has to do is go have a look, but let me help

he wasn't even home

But I doubt that will stifle the outcry from Andy, I watched his fuming and ranting, after jumping to these conclusion in real time in the skype chat room, while shaking my head and laughing in a resigned way knowing what was
coming next. pretty much saw this coming, as Andy is very upset about your new-found victimhood

see...to you here it is two hours, because it helps your argument, these little exaggerations are designed to incite and excite and they are nothing but the beating of the war drums you claim only the PTB do...mirror time yet? 

it is clear and documented that it was only 20 min

I am still waiting for the psychopathic/sociopathic accusations to come....

wow i can`t take time out away from the forum WTf Burky what goes on in the Chat room has no bearing as to what in the forum and is no excuse to moderate him in the forum because he has done
nothing wrong on the board its akin to being convicted by the thought police for a crime you never committed. So why has he been why has his posting priviliges been taken away
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Thanked 2,016 Times in 636 Posts

Jan 19 2012

46

795

Offline

1,439

Unified Serenity

Senior Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Whose posting privledges have been taken away NB? That's news to me.

"No one really cares how much you know until they know how much you care."
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The Following User Says Thank You to Unified Serenity For This Useful Post:

reaver (6th February 2012)
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Thanked 3,873 Times in 1,382 Posts

Mar 2 2011

3rd Rock from the Sun

2,011

Offline

2,132

Northern Boy

Retired

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Nazirite 

I'm really disappointed - I thought Nexians were above petty squabbling.

'nuff said I think.

so did i but fu ck I`m starting to fu cking wonder

---------- Post added at 22:39 ---------- Previous post was at 22:34 ----------

some one please tell me what Andy did that was so bad he is not allowed to post on the forum
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6th February 2012, 23:41 #55

reaver

Wicked Demon
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Hugh Martin <chicodoodoo@gmail.com>

Fwd: pg 3
eric billig <ebillig@hotmail.com> Tue, Apr 10, 2012 at 1:10 PM
To: chic <chicodoodoo@gmail.com>

Begin forwarded message:

From: eric billig <ebillig@hotmail.com>
Date: April 10, 2012 1:25:59 PM EDT
To: andy wight <andywight@gmail.com>
Subject: pg 3

 Nexus, we have a problem.
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Thanked 3,678 Times in 1,137 Posts

Jun 25 2011

Mexico

22

1,438

Offline

2,685

Have you even read the whole thread NB? Andy can still post there's no conspiracy.

"Real compassion kicks butt and takes names, and it is not pleasant on certain days. If you are not ready for this fire, then find a new-age, sweetness-and-light, soft-speaking, perpetually smiling teacher, and learn to relabel your ego with
spiritual sounding terms. But stay away from those that practice real compassion, because they will fry your ass, my friend."
Ken Wilber
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6th February 2012, 23:41 #56

Join Date

Location
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Thanks

Thanked 3,873 Times in 1,382 Posts

Mar 2 2011

3rd Rock from the Sun

2,011

Offline

2,132

Northern Boy

Retired

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

i just got this skype from him 

my posts first go to a mod who then decides weather to allow it

I want to know why the skype room has nothing to do with the forum its separate and is no excuse for this I believe he deserves an apology. Its a good thing i missed all of this in there but since he has
informed me its time to come clean
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Thanked 3,678 Times in 1,137 Posts

Jun 25 2011

Mexico

22

1,438

Offline

2,685

reaver

Wicked Demon
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by NorthernBoy

my posts first go to a mod who then decides weather to allow it

Oh, ok. Couldn't say. Guess You'll have to wait for a response from the mods.

"Real compassion kicks butt and takes names, and it is not pleasant on certain days. If you are not ready for this fire, then find a new-age, sweetness-and-light, soft-speaking, perpetually smiling teacher, and learn to relabel your ego with
spiritual sounding terms. But stay away from those that practice real compassion, because they will fry your ass, my friend."
Ken Wilber
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Join Date
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Thanked 3,873 Times in 1,382 Posts

Mar 2 2011

3rd Rock from the Sun

2,011

Offline

2,132

Northern Boy

Retired

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Fu ck it i think I`m all done here save your replies later if you dump my account i won`t cry over it ..............."Ì m off to see the wizard the wonderful wizard of OZ"
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Thanked 2,711 Times in 809 Posts

Mar 3 2011

Over the Moon Under
the Sun. Manchester UK

32

993

Offline

5,151

HURRITT ENYETO

Senior Moderator

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Northern Boy 

i just got this skype from him 

I want to know why the skype room has nothing to do with the forum its separate and is no excuse for this I believe he deserves an apology. Its a good thing i missed all of this in there but since he has informed me its time to
come clean

There's no conspiracy Northern Boy.
Andy would have been moderated days ago on any other forum for his behaviour alone.
The last straw came earlier on when Andy said he was going to post private chats from skype.
We the mod team have nothing to hide I can assure you, but members have shared some very, very personal story's in that Skype, and they understandably, were worried they would be made public.

Andy has (apart from the general trouble causing) violated all the members of that chats trust, and this is the reason for him being set to moderated.

Thanks

Hurritt

God sleeps in the Minerals, Awakens in Plants, Walks in the Animals and Thinks in Man.
Love many, trust few, always paddle your own Canoe. -My Irish grandmother-
The things that are free in life, often costs us the most - Me -
Einai Kalytero Anthropo Apo Ton Patera Toy
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The Following 4 Users Say Thank You to HURRITT ENYETO For This Useful Post:

Céline (7th February 2012), Gardener (7th February 2012), Khaleesi (7th February 2012), Nazirite (7th February 2012)

7th February 2012, 00:33 #60

Join Date

Location

Age

Posts

Status

Feb 23 2011

Canada

49

1,320

Offline

Richard

Canadian Pleiadian

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

At nexus we have a gentler way to deal with disruptive and divisive members, where other forums just ban, either temporarily or permanently our first option is discussion in pvt, if that doesn't work the
member is moderated, meaning posts that are checked before approval. This allows the member to PM as normal the difference being posts or new threads are checked by the team before it goes public. In
several cases now the member that was moderated was returned to regular status. 
keep in mind also in almost a year its been done 3-4 times or so. bans on members are even rarer. 
As for andy, the answer as to why is all over this thread and several others.
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Thanks

Thanked 6,033 Times in 1,048 Posts

747

Richard

� �

So many people are awakening only to be put back to sleep in a different room - Me 2011
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The Following 6 Users Say Thank You to Richard For This Useful Post:

Anchor (7th February 2012), Gardener (7th February 2012), Khaleesi (7th February 2012), Unified Serenity (7th February 2012), VajraYaya (7th February 2012), ZookieMonster (7th February 2012)
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Thanks

Thanked 1,804 Times in 466 Posts

Mar 2 2011

Seattle Washington

48

561

Offline

1,106

Burke

Baby Face
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Northern Boy 

WTf Burky what goes on in the Chat room has no bearing as to what in the forum and is no excuse to moderate him in the forum because he has done nothing wrong on the board

 Originally Posted by Northern Boy 

I want to know why the skype room has nothing to do with the forum its separate and is no excuse for this I believe he deserves an apology. Its a good thing i missed all of this in there but since he has informed me its time to
come clean

well ����, you know...you are right, I should not have taken something from the chat room to in here in the first place, quoted or not, even to back up an argument or well, for any reason personal or
not, even to set a sequence of events no matter how trivial. I crossed a line and I see that now. I was upset and not thinking that referencing my POV can be just as bad as quoting...

perhaps it was because Chico was sharing his own experiences of his time in the MOD room in the same manner in a number of his posts, in summarizing what he saw and experienced in a similar manner and
it blurred the lines...(not that Chico shares any fault in my failings) it is so easy to follow a bad example during debate and lose the point of gentlemanly behavior, maybe we should all take a break from this
argument before other mistakes are made

So I will edit my post above and I apologize to you Andy for doing that, I am stressed and strained and am clearly erroneous here at your expense, hope I can make it up to you

and to the community as well, that is not a good example to set AT ALL

I encourage others to self moderate as well

perhaps even edit their own posts they have made crossing the same lines

thanks NB for making a good point, and can you also edit your quote of my words accordingly as I am sure Andy would want it gone from here, but not trying to speak for him

respectfully
Burke

Last edited by Burke; 7th February 2012 at 02:12. Reason: wording clarity: addendum

Qui tacet consentit 
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The Following 10 Users Say Thank You to Burke For This Useful Post:

Brian (8th February 2012), Gardener (7th February 2012), HURRITT ENYETO (7th February 2012), InCiDeR (7th February 2012), Khaleesi (7th February 2012), Limited Edition (7th February 2012), Northern Boy (7th February 2012),Real
Intent (7th February 2012), sandy (7th February 2012), Unified Serenity (7th February 2012)
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Thanked 1,308 Times in 480 Posts

Apr 5 2011

Bahamas

729

Offline

1,287

andywight

Former Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Burke 

well ����, you know...you are right, I should not have taken something from the chat room to in here in the first place, quoted or not, even to back up an argument or well, for any reason personal or not, even to set a
sequence of events no matter how trivial. I crossed a line and I see that now. I was upset and not thinking of referencing from POV rather than quoting...

perhaps it was because Chico was sharing his own experiences of his time in the MOD room in the same manner in a number of his posts, in summarizing what he saw and experienced in a similar manner and it blurred the
lines...it is so easy to follow a bad example during debate and lose the point of gentlemanly behavior, maybe we should all take a break from this argument before other mistakes are made

So I will edit my post above and I apologize to you Andy for doing that, I am stressed and strained and am clearly erroneous here at your expense, hope I can make it up to you

and to the community as well, that is not a good example to set AT ALL

I encourage others to self moderate as well

perhaps even edit their own posts they have made crossing the same lines

thanks NB for making a good point, and can you also edit your quote of my words accordingly as I am sure Andy would want it gone from here, but not trying to speak for him

respectfully
Burke

NB please do not edit anything and that also goes for you Buckey
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Thanked 2,218 Times in 1,036 Posts

Apr 24 2011

eastern, USA

1,537

Online

1,845

magamud

Prolific Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Its like patterns in a River Bed. The Mod team is in a rut....
I would suggest a complete replacement along with the Owner to a new team. Only this rotating system could insure a flat equal level. It is unavoidable to be in a Pyramid Scheme with a collective. Only a
good immune system can suppress the Disease to keep it at bay. And then, still, old age is inevitable....

""Know what is in front of your face, and what is hidden from you will be disclosed to you.
For there is nothing hidden that will not be revealed. [And there is nothing buried that will not be raised.]"
GOT
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The Following 2 Users Say Thank You to magamud For This Useful Post:

andywight (7th February 2012), gratitudeandlove (7th February 2012)

7th February 2012, 01:39 #64

VajraYaya

Senior Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Wow...

Well, I don't know what's going on with Andy. Normally I like your posts but in the last few days, you've just been such an ass. I hope it all cools off. 
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I'm going to post something here about Chico. I was going to bring this up last week, because I predicted things would happen with him pretty much as they have, with his either being asked to leave
entirely or being baned, and I hoped that I would be wrong, and wanted to give things a chance to come out differently from that prediction, but.. I was going to say something weeks ago in a thread,
where I posted about people with victim perceptions. Chico questioned my post, I knew he would. I knew it would push a big button in him and I was going to bring this up then, but I decided not to stir the
pot unnecessarily and dropped it. Now HE has stirred the pot. We see what happened. I'm just going to make one post about this and leave it alone. 

Reaver - Your post here was really good. But I don't think it's so much about the golden rule. 

Chico's very comfortable, and quite identified with his role as a victim. So he is always looking for ways to be one. He sees himself as a victim of Bill Ryan, of Atticus, of psychopaths, of his ex wife, Now he
is looking to get kicked out of here so he can be a victim of us too. He looks for opportunities to be a victim everywhere he can and if he can't find them, makes them. All unconsciously. Look at how long he
went on and on about how Bill Ryan victimized him in those threads last summer, long after most of us left it alone. Look at how every thread he posts in ends up being about psychopaths. 

You have to remember, most of us are here because we chose to come here from other places. Chico is here because he got KICKED OUT of all those other places. He needs another victim story to get
people to feel sorry for him. [an energy drama, getting energy from people in the form of attention in seeking pity or agreement from others] The start of this thread is a perfect illustration of his pattern.
Always looking for ways to get in that comfortable, familiar place of victim. This is a very old pattern he has lived with for many years. This is an opportunity right now for him to choose differently. His
pattern of deflection and misdirection is all about being afraid to accept responsibility for all the problems he has created in various aspects of his life. As long as his problems come from other people's
perceptions, he doesn't have to look where he doesn't want, where he is afraid to and the only place where he will find an answer. He never talks about what he created, what dramas he created, only what
others have done to him. I'm betting this pattern has cost him friendships, jobs, clients and relationships over the years. It sure has had a cost in forum memberships.

If you keep finding yourself in the same place over and over, you have to eventually see that the common denominator in all those situations is yourself. That is where you need to start to look for solutions.

The epiphany he had wasn't so much that as an egoic orgasm. Reinforcing the idea that his problems are all caused by others and never himself. I know that likely his first, reactionary response to reading
this will be to redirect away from himself and say that everything I'm writing will be about myself, and dismiss it completely. Remove it's disturbing implications from his mind.

His apology above is the first time I have seen him apologize for anything. To own a problem he created. Maybe now this is a step in a healing direction for him. Get thee to a therapist Chico. Print this
thread and the other most recent ones and take them there with you. There is work to be done. Take some time away, really look hard with help from someone and come back fresh.
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magamud

Prolific Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Vaj,
Why dont you use your Impeccable Faith in your god and make it all just an illusion. Im quite amazed at how the No minders can use Logic, dissect reality, but when it gets reflected to their own belief
system, everything is an illusion. Quite the Double Standard, quite the testimony to Intelligence in this Alternative Community and Quite the Utter shame of existence.....

""Know what is in front of your face, and what is hidden from you will be disclosed to you.
For there is nothing hidden that will not be revealed. [And there is nothing buried that will not be raised.]"
GOT
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VajraYaya

Senior Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by magamud 

Its like patterns in a River Bed. The Mod team is in a rut....
I would suggest a complete replacement along with the Owner to a new team. Only this rotating system could insure a flat equal level. It is unavoidable to be in a Pyramid Scheme with a collective. Only a good immune system
can suppress the Disease to keep it at bay. And then, still, old age is inevitable....

I vehemently disagree. The MOD team here is perfect the way it is, recent admitted human failing and all. Nobody needs replacing now at all. A rotating system would be a disaster and would allow
instant corruption and stupidifying which happened at AV2.

Jenci is new too  so there is some new blood to help out.

---------- Post added at 23:49 ---------- Previous post was at 23:44 ----------

 Originally Posted by magamud 

Why don't you use your Impeccable Faith in your god and make it all just an illusion.

Huh?? When have I ever said anything like that? I have no faith, I have no God. 

You really don't know what you are talking about when you posted the above.
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magamud

Prolific Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

I have no doubt that you would oppose the status quo and miss all my points of assertion Vaj. I think your Religion is reaping its damage in your logic and awareness. Im sure Jenci, Burke will alibi your
structure with a Cherry on Top for good Reason. As far as im concerned anyone who in the end believes that life is an illusion is not fit to MOD or get into any Reasonable Discourse....

""Know what is in front of your face, and what is hidden from you will be disclosed to you.
For there is nothing hidden that will not be revealed. [And there is nothing buried that will not be raised.]"
GOT
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Re: Nexus, we have a problem.
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 Originally Posted by VajraYaya 

The MOD team here is perfect the way it is

Is this community open enough to allow, for example Magamud or Krystics, to join the MOD team? Are you Vajra? BTW, I appreciate the efforts of the existing team, but maybe more is needed to restore
balance and to reflect the diversity of its member base. I voted Sandy with Jence as a good second. Team building is a difficult process of balance and managing diversity.

Last edited by Amerillo; 7th February 2012 at 02:52.
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reaver

Wicked Demon
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by magamud

I would suggest a complete replacement along with the Owner to a new team. Only this rotating system could insure a flat equal level. It is unavoidable to be in a Pyramid Scheme with a collective. Only a good immune system
can suppress the Disease to keep it at bay. And then, still, old age is inevitable....

You would have to consider other stuff too. First of all you'd have to find people who are willing to carry out the task, then you'd also need to have people who have knowledge on coding. Then you have to
get people who pay for the servers, either with their own money or money coming from donations.

I certainly can't be bothered to be a Mod and I'd make a terrible one.

"Real compassion kicks butt and takes names, and it is not pleasant on certain days. If you are not ready for this fire, then find a new-age, sweetness-and-light, soft-speaking, perpetually smiling teacher, and learn to relabel your ego with
spiritual sounding terms. But stay away from those that practice real compassion, because they will fry your ass, my friend."
Ken Wilber
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magamud

Prolific Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

I am not being a MOd here by any chance. This is my swan song. The dynamics will not change at the core, because no one can have balanced discourse at the core, due to not investigating the core. Its
really that simple. This place will not reach the core, but just stay above it fueling the Dialectic and Polarization of the Alternative Media to mediocracy, Drama and shame....

---------- Post added at 01:00 ---------- Previous post was at 00:58 ----------

 Originally Posted by reaver 

You would have to consider other stuff too. First of all you'd have to find people who are willing to carry out the task, then you'd also need to have people who have knowledge on coding. Then you have to get people who pay
for the servers, either with their own money or money coming from donations.

I certainly can't be bothered to be a Mod and I'd make a terrible one.

This will be the best argument as to why this is a Non Sensical Issue. Instead of grabbing the fulcrum of Identifying the patterns of the Pyramid and its thriving environment of long standing leaders and
policies.

""Know what is in front of your face, and what is hidden from you will be disclosed to you.
For there is nothing hidden that will not be revealed. [And there is nothing buried that will not be raised.]"
GOT
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Wicked Demon
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by magamud

This will be the best argument as to why this is a Non Sensical Issue. Instead of grabbing the fulcrum of Identifying the patterns of the Pyramid and its thriving environment of long standing leaders and policies.

I never said it was non sensical nor that it shouldn't be thought about, in fact ZookieMonster brought up that proposal and I found it interesting. What I mentioned are dynamics which also require attention
and they are not going to sort themselves out. Now if you think there are patterns which I'm failing to see at the moment, do point them out, show me that spear of reason.

Last edited by reaver; 7th February 2012 at 02:21. Reason: grammar

"Real compassion kicks butt and takes names, and it is not pleasant on certain days. If you are not ready for this fire, then find a new-age, sweetness-and-light, soft-speaking, perpetually smiling teacher, and learn to relabel your ego with
spiritual sounding terms. But stay away from those that practice real compassion, because they will fry your ass, my friend."
Ken Wilber
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magamud

Prolific Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

The dynamics you mentioned sort themselves out if there is enough power on Virtue. When there is not, you get bureaucracy, Normalcy remarks, and Ostracism. Which is apparent in the real time milieu. I
am wearing a flame thrower so im in no position to propose architecture. Im to busy burning it all down...

Got to keep it even...
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reaver

Wicked Demon
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by magamud

The dynamics you mentioned sort themselves out if there is enough power on Virtue. When there is not, you get bureaucracy, Normalcy remarks, and Ostracism. Which is apparent in the real time milieu.

What is your definition of virtue? you may be speaking of an ability for self-contemplation, self-knowledge and self-responsibility which would probably lead you to apply the rosicrucian idea which proposes:
A person should only govern others in the same extent as he/she is capable of governing himself/herself. Of course this would be ideal, in more realistic terms you would get many fvck ups, but then again it
shouldn't be an excuse to rule it out. The best you could do is learn from those mistakes and integrate the useful material.

 Originally Posted by magamud

I am wearing a flame thrower so im in no position to propose architecture. Im to busy burning it all down...

Fair enough, a de-construction phase. Now, what cancer do you see in the current pyramid?

"Real compassion kicks butt and takes names, and it is not pleasant on certain days. If you are not ready for this fire, then find a new-age, sweetness-and-light, soft-speaking, perpetually smiling teacher, and learn to relabel your ego with
spiritual sounding terms. But stay away from those that practice real compassion, because they will fry your ass, my friend."
Ken Wilber
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noxon

Senior Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Céline 

While we were out to dinner... using a friends computer.

No thanks from chico or andy.. just accusations.

This is so very sad..

And i mean sad for you both... in these times.. we need family..

But this family... does not need you i fear

Family means You and Richard , I guess , since you of course
can not speak for anyone else than yourself, and a few .
Your family unit is very strong here, but not the only one .
Too many people are speaking for the nexus WE here , and 
saying different things . WE are all one voice here , OUR own .

This upsets me , Celine , and I question If it maybe could be the
best idea for you to step down as a moderator , to be able to be Celine,
the subjective, emotional person you are, and must be .
- A wonderful one , I will add.
Both you and the forum will benefit if you do , imo .

It is a matter of time before your "role" here will create more drama,
because you mix together the roles, and when you comment it is often
not clear if it is as a mod or a member , or a mother , and there must
be more people than me noticing this clearly the last week .
You went so far as too close to provoking truthunter in his own thread
(stay on topic) under the guise of moderating , I guess ....
This should seriously be concidered , by you and the nexus-team.
(I also guess some members here will have comments)

Chicos OP error in jumping to conclusions is aired and apologized for.
It is now water under the bridge , or should be .
About the techs of nexus it seems to be cleared up , but to chip in :

This has a timestamp saying 6th jan. 2012 , 2.35 AM local time .
It slowed down here before and after the crash , and downtime aprox. 15 min

I want to thank Richard again for the relentless work you do for this forum .
( This thanks extends to the whole team of admins and moderators .)
No surprice that you want Chico off the forum , but I do not support you here .
I hope you change your mind , since I know you usualy get your will ...

Everyone should take some time out here , and understand the stress both Chico,
the mod-team and the nexus community have been through lately . 
Unnecessary errors are so easily made , often from laughable details infact .
Happy holiday , folks . Hope to see you (all) later .

Be well .

nm

Last edited by noxon; 7th February 2012 at 02:53.
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Prolific Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by reaver 

What is your definition of virtue?

This is the point. And where your dissecting abilities lose the Gestalt of the Narrative. In turn I am suggesting that Nexus is in a Pyramid Scheme simply by the length of ownership, and mod longevity. I am
suggesting that any collective that does not recycle its Leaders is doomed. This place is behaving like our societal dynamics. Only a few see it and this truth is absolutely damaging to the ownership. 

 Originally Posted by reaver 

what cancer do you see in the current pyramid?

The inability to cultivate truth. And parasitic dynamics living of the natural cultivators...

""Know what is in front of your face, and what is hidden from you will be disclosed to you.
For there is nothing hidden that will not be revealed. [And there is nothing buried that will not be raised.]"
GOT
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The Following 2 Users Say Thank You to magamud For This Useful Post:

andywight (7th February 2012), noxon (7th February 2012)
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